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Abstract— The sense of touch, being the earliest sensory
system to develop in a human body [1], plays a critical part of
our daily interaction with the environment. In order to successfully complete a task, many manipulation interactions require
incorporating haptic feedback. However, manually designing a
feedback mechanism can be extremely challenging. In this work,
we consider manipulation tasks that need to incorporate tactile
sensor feedback in order to modify a provided nominal plan. To
incorporate partial observation, we present a new framework
that models the task as a partially observable Markov decision
process (POMDP) and learns an appropriate representation of
haptic feedback which can serve as the state for a POMDP
model. The model, that is parametrized by deep recurrent
neural networks, utilizes variational Bayes methods to optimize
the approximate posterior. Finally, we build on deep Q-learning
to be able to select the optimal action in each state without
access to a simulator. We test our model on a PR2 robot for
multiple tasks of turning a knob until it clicks.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Many tasks in human environments that we do without
much effort require more than just visual observation. Very
often they require incorporating the sense of touch to complete the task. For example, consider the task of turning a
knob that needs to be rotated until it clicks, like the one
in Figure 1. The robot could observe the consequence of
its action if any visible changes occur, but such clicks can
often only be directly observed through the fingers. Many
of the objects that surround us are explicitly designed with
feedback — one of the key interaction design principles —
otherwise “one is always wondering whether anything has
happened” [2].
Recently, there has been a lot of progress in making robots
understand and act based on images [3], [4], [5] and pointclouds [6]. A robot can definitely gain a lot of information
from visual sensors, including a nominal trajectory plan for
a task [6]. However, when the robot is manipulating a small
object or once the robot starts interacting with small parts
of appliances, self-occlusion by its own arms and its endeffectors limits the use of the visual information.
However, building an algorithm that can examine haptic
properties and incorporate such information to influence a
motion is very challenging for multiple reasons. First, haptic
feedback is a dynamic response that is dependent on the
action the robot has taken on the object as well as internal
states and properties of the object. Second, every haptic
sensor produces a vastly different raw sensor signal.
Moreover, compared to the rich information that can be
extracted about a current state of the task from few images
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Fig. 1: Haptic feedback from a tactile sensor being used
to modify a nominal plan of manipulation. Our framework learns an appropriate representation (embedding space)
which in turn is used to learn to find optimal control.

(e.g. position and velocity information of an end-effector and
an object [5], [3]), a short window of haptic sensor signal
is merely a partial consequence of the interaction and of
the changes in an unobservable internal mechanism. It also
suffers from perceptual aliasing — i.e. many segments of a
haptic signal at different points of interaction can produce
a very similar signal. These challenges make it difficult to
design an algorithm that can incorporate information from
haptic modalities (in our case, tactile sensors).
In this work, we introduce a framework that can learn to
represent haptic feedback for tasks requiring incorporation of
a haptic signal. Since a haptic signal only provides a partial
observation, we model the task using a partially observable
Markov decision process (POMDP). However, since we do
not know of definition of states for a POMDP, we first
learn an appropriate representation from a haptic signal to
be used as continuous states for a POMDP. To overcome
the intractability in computing the posterior, we employ a
variational Bayesian method, with a deep recurrent neural
network, that maximizes lower bound of likelihood of the
training data.
Using a learned representation of the interaction with
feedback, we build on deep Q-learning [5] to identify an
appropriate phase of the action from a provided nominal
plan. Unlike most other applications of successful reinforce-

